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  “It does not require a majority to prevail, but rather an irate, tireless minority keen to set 
brush fires in people’s minds.” –Samuel Adams  

 Town Crier Committee Report       Vol. 9 No 07 

                        The Truth makes us free…We live in an Era of Lies                                                                                                  
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Editorial  
April 10, 2020 

Garbage In 
Garbage Out 
Figures Never Lie 
But, Liars Always Figure 

After an extended absence, due to his battle                                                                                                      FB Image 

with cancer, Rush Limbaugh returned to his broadcasting activities. This past week, Limbaugh has displayed his 

anguish over the idea that the $23 trillion economy would be shut down over information obtained from 

computer models. Mr. Limbaugh compared the Wuhan Virus models with the models that “The Experts” use 

for climate projections and global warming. Those who live in Florida and along the eastern seaboard have 

extensive experience with the models and the projections of hurricane paths. The results of models are 

determined by what’s put into them and what is left out. So if you put in reasonably accurate data, you might 

get a reasonable projection. If you put in false information, you get a distortion of the truth. In the early days 

of the computer experience there was the phrase, “Garbage In… Garbage out”.  

We are not sure if that expression is still used today, but it surely applies. Though modeling is useful in 

scientific endeavors, it has the limitation of being highly subjective. It depends on the motivations and the 

agenda of those inputting the data and structuring the model.  

The first data that was used came from the government of Communist China. The UN’s World Health 

Organization (WHO) echoed and supported the Chinese position. It was WHO that declared the Wuhan Virus a 

pandemic. The highly suspect data was then applied to computer models designed by doctors who are 

government employees and have an interest in maintaining the “Deep State”, which embodies the political 

environment in Washington, DC. 

The first projections estimated 2.2 million deaths, with vast numbers of infections in the United States 

because of the one half-million people who were allowed to travel from China to America before President 

Trump put a halt to it on January 31, 2020. This projection instilled across the nation, a fear that has not been 

seen before. The President’s restrictions on travel from China, followed by a ban on European travel, were 

prudent measures. The US Media outlets immediately started a campaign against the travel bans and turned 
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up the volume on the horrors of highly suspicious, pandemic based pronouncements and data generated by 

our known enemies.  

In a short span of several weeks, a projection of 2.2 million deaths has been reduced to around 60,000. It’s 

because the numbers never added up. And even the 60,000 number has accounting problems. This number 

puts it at, approximately, the same level as our annual influenza outbreaks. We don’t normally shut down our 

economy and commit to spend between 2 and 6 trillion dollars on an event of that size. We’ve been had by 

the Chinese, The World Health Organization, the US Media and the Washington establishment, more 

accurately, described as the “Deep State”. 

So we are back to the models and “Garbage In… Garbage Out”.  The face of those models is an obscure 

bureaucratic that currently commands exceptional power and will be reluctant to release it. We refer to Dr. 

Anthony Fauci. Anthony Fauci has been the director of the National Institute of Allergy And Infectious Diseases 

since 1984 and has served six Presidents of the United States. He’s a Washington insider by any definition.  

We have noticed that when Fauci takes the podium, the President’s body language clearly shows discomfort. 

The “Communist Press” claims that Trump has great fear regarding the pandemic. We think he’s experiencing 

the same anguish that Rush Limbaugh is experiencing.  

As a businessman, Donald Trump developed many great buildings. Sometimes, in the course of the builder’s 

experience, he has to compromise a design for the sake of structural integrity. In that situation, the builder 

relies on the expert opinion of his engineers. We suggest that President Trump relied on expert medical 

opinion in the same way that he relied on his engineers when developing his great buildings.  

But in Washington, expert opinion does not come from insiders. Only the Deep State’s agenda resides there. 

This is not the first time that Trump has put his trust in the Washington establishment. But this time, the 

magnitude is breathtaking. The idea of government fixing everything runs contrary to many in the movement 

he claims to lead. We think it is leaving many of his supporters in a confused state.   Ironically, the alleged 

pandemic has separated Trump from the energy he receives from the people at his rallies and vice versa. He 

continues to receive support regarding the handling of the Wuhan Virus epidemic, which is demonstrated by 

the level of compliance. However, we have noted that the hard-core leadership of the conservative 

movement, which he inherited, is beginning to ask the hard questions about the neglect of the Constitution at 

all levels of governance.  

Trump at the Real Crossroads  
The media has created crossroads for Trump numerous times before and he has always been able to 

outmaneuver them. But this time, he is in a true ‘make or break’ position in his political career and it is of his 

own making. It’s been said that only Trump can beat Trump. If the President is able to restart the economy 
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without igniting an intolerable expansion of the current Wuhan Virus epidemic, Trump will emerge as a great 

hero. This being true, even though he violates many of the precepts of the Movement he inherited from the 

Tea Party.  

That being said, “Keep America Great” is out the window. For America to truly be great again, Trump must 

instill in the American people the founding principle, which is, ‘the people governing themselves’. That is what 

created the greatness of America, not a benevolent President presiding over a successful, well run, 

humongous federal identity that knows no limits. President Trump needs to reach into his soul and find the 

making of a second George Washington in order to restore the greatness of the American experiment. An 

experiment which exalts Life, Liberty and Property, as expressed in the Declaration of Independence.  

The chaos inflicted by the bio attack of the Wuhan Virus has caused the President to take a war time stance. 

With his encouragement, politicians at state and local levels are engaging in open warfare against the 

Constitution of the United States. America should have been opened for business on Easter, as Trump had 

originally suggested. But he listened to the “Deep State” and their computer models. As a result, the American 

people got “Deep State Garbage”. 

Conservative Constitutionalists pray that Providence will inspire this brave President. The “Freedom Train”, 

renamed the “Trump Train” is clearly off the track.  

TCCR Editor 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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April 20, 2020 

Let's Not Get Back to 
'Normal' 
By John Knapp 
 
Paraphrasing Albert Einstein: 'When what's been 'Normal' gets to 
feeling like Crazy, it's time to do something different.'  
 
Are normal Americans tired enough yet of being treated to Crazy, a la 
the Left, to finally turn the proverbial corner and put the Left where it 
belongs, which is on the trash pile out back? 
 
As if 60 years of compromising with the left hasn't been enough already, haven't Leftist tantrums since the 
election of Donald Trump been a wake-up call....even to the dead? 
 
America has better DNA in its genes than the Left is willing to allow, a better national Founding than the Left 
will ever concede, and better citizens than the Left wants to acknowledge. Leftist instincts are universally, 
invariably, ubiquitously wrong. 
 
What a country we could still be, if the Left would cease and desist injecting its failed Socialist agenda into the 
public discussion? How much better off would the whole of American society be, right down to the smallest 
cell, the family, if the Left would stand down and acquiesce to just common, ordinary, principled reasoning? 
Leftism is societal poison. 
 
The Left had accomplished so much political division, even before Donald Trump became president, when 
Trump inherited the incoherent, politically-Socialist remains of his predecessor. To answer Obama's dark 
cloud, Americans elected a Rainmaker, and the Left was immediately apoplectic. 
 
Since 2016, the Left has really upped its Anti-ante, beyond everything Politic. They spent three years, lying and 
dissembling, wasting public funding, trying to hang Donald Trump with a noose woven exactly/directly from 
their own corruption.  
 
For three years, the democrats have tried every deceit in the book to oust a duly elected president. It's been a 
three-year long attempted Socialist coup d' etat. They were still pushing the impeachment angle when the 
news of the oncoming Covid-19 virus was looming. 
 
Though the Left (rightfully) failed at politically dogging Donald Trump from his office, their performance since 
Covid-19 came upon the world has further demonstrated what a dangerous virus the Left has become, not just 
to America, but worldwide.  
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Covid-19 was a serendipitous, last-chance 'gift' to the Trump-deranged Left. In it, they could freely bash Trump 
for mishandling the crisis at every turn. They could make up any story they wanted, story after story, to 
horrify, panic, and stampede the masses......toward the unhappy ends of severely crippling a thriving 
economy, to blowing up the national debt, to throwing 22 million Americans out of their jobs, to seeding 
uncertainty about every facet of life. It's been classic, Desperate Leftist Journalism, 101. Panic sells better than 
ice-water in Hell, you know.  
 
Not that Covid-19 hasn't been a serious threat, but it's turning out not nearly as serious as Deep State 'experts' 
proclaimed it would be. Look what has happened, courtesy of the Left's Go-dog Mayhem Media, steadily 
besieging the public into full-on panic! Look at the many facts now trickling out which seriously suggest that 
trashing the economy was unnecessary, an overkill likely more serious than the virus? 
 
In the beginning of the Covid-19 outbreak, what choice did Donald Trump have, but to listen to government 
medical and epidemiological advisors? That terror the Mayhem Media instilled.....the Medical Deep State 
experts reinforced with their flawed models. They accomplished shutting down America, for the first time 
ever. In course, many democrat governors managed to display their true lack of appreciation for the Bill of 
Rights, too, which is that thing they meant to keep up their Leftist sleeves. Oops! 
 
Like dogs to a dog whistle, and without a single strategy meeting, the Left weaponized Covid-19, to be used 
against Donald Trump. It is the Left's last-chance club, with which to beat Donald Trump, hopefully all  
In their best Leftist Covid-19 efforts, so many American lives and livelihoods have become expendable, 
acceptable losses - friendly-fire casualties - merely lost to the Left's twisted vision of 'the common good.'        
 
Truth and decency have all but left the Left. They have no shame. They defend the indefensible, including the 
Communist Chinese. They've intentionally fudged the numbers of Covid-19 deaths upward, while the number 
of cases of actual Covid-19 infection is totally unknowable, so any mortality-to-case ratio/percentage cannot 
be correct, only a meaningless 'statistic.' 
 
Further, they just report the total number of cases, not the cases actually hospitalized. Nor will they report the 
cases healed up and sent back home, or the cases that didn't require hospitalization in the first place. They'll 
only report ever-climbing, systemic half-truths and unverifiable inaccuracies.....intended to sustain the public 
panic.  
 
Worst of all, they've given short shrift to several medicines that have proven to ameliorate the effects of 
Covid-19, because Donald Trump mentioned them. The left's response to the covid-19 outbreak is totally 
unacceptable, yet totally indicative of who and what they are: Intolerable as leaders. 
 
So, let's not get back to 'Normal', America. In the coming election, let's turn the Leftists out in droves and in 
the election after that, and the one after that. It's time America socially-distanced itself from the Left. Leftists 
have proven that they are dangerous thinkers to the prospects of having power over Americans, to humanity 
anywhere. The Left has become the ill wind, which blows no American any good.  
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Revered Leftist Saul Alinsky wrote for his followers, 'Never let a crisis go to waste.' 
That idea does not belong to the left! It's good advice for the right to follow as well. America is in a crisis, a war 
for its very soul, brought to you by a Left which has been allowed to run amok.  
 
Covid-19 is a virus America will get over. A runaway Left is the Virus that will kill us. 
 
It's time the vast majority of Americans got a philosophical vaccination against Leftism. 
 
John Knapp...... April 20, 2020 
 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 
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April 25 2020 

Tea Party 

Stages 

Protest 
          Photos by TCCR Staff 

Check out the view from passing cars.  https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=RjbsNpRTz5E 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=RjbsNpRTz5E
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End the Shut Down …Now 
On April 25, 2020, the St. Augustine Tea Party conducted a protest at the intersection of US 1 South and State 

Road 312. This location was selected because it is one of the heaviest traffic points in St. Johns County, Florida. 

The feisty little Tea Party that has been active in St. Johns County for over 10 years, once again, took to the 

streets to challenge the “Shutdown of America”. Participants included people ranging in age from their 20s to 

their 80s. According to the Tea Party’s Chairman, Lance Thate, the purpose of the protest was twofold:  

“…First, to test the public’s dissatisfaction with the ‘Shutdown of America’ and the associated 

infringements on our basic inalienable rights and our Liberty, and second, to test Law enforcement’s 

reaction to our effort. As for the question of the shutdown, we asked people to blow their horns if they 

were in agreement with an immediate opening of the country. I can report that the intersection was 

the noisiest place in the County for the three hours, or so, that we conducted the survey. I call it a 

survey because it has been the policy of our Town Criers to conduct polls on St. George Street. But with 

the shutdown, a poll is impossible since you can’t ask an empty Street for its opinion. As for law 

enforcement, I am sure the enemies of Liberty called the law to report our activity and made demands 

of them to end our endeavor. I am happy to report that while several St. Johns County Sheriff’s patrol 

cars were observed, they paid no particular attention to what we were doing and continued on with 

their other business.”  

As for the protester’s opinion as to how the event turned out from their perspective, all were energized and 

excited by the response of the public who were eager to engage in the Tea Party’s next street side activity. In 

all, there were around 30 to 40 people involved who are connected to the Tea Party. But this reporter 

observed that the public would park their cars, hastily prepare their own signs or use signs that were available 

and joined in the protest. It is difficult to estimate how many people were involved                    Photo by TCCR Staff 

because they were located on all four corners and people came and went. I’m 

going to project about 50 to 60 people engaged, in all, over the 3 hour period. 

Waitresses from a nearby restaurant left the restaurant, took up signs and flags 

and joined the protests. And the restaurant offered water to those who were 

standing in the full sun. The afternoon temperature was 90 degrees. The event 

was covered by Action News Jax, Channels 47 and 30 in Jacksonville. 

Asked where the next protest might be, Chairman Thate offered the following; 

“The Tea Party meetings are normally held in local restaurants. The City Manager 

of St. Augustine, John Regan, single-handedly shut down the tourist industry and 

all of the restaurants in St. Johns County. We are calling on Mr. Regan to give up 

his salary while the people of St. Johns County suffer loss of theirs, as a 

consequence of his actions. Since we cannot meet in restaurants now, perhaps a 
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good location would be in front of John Regan’s house on the public right-of-way. We are determined to 

resume our meetings.” 

 

In an interview with Regan on Flagler College Radio WFCF, Melissa Wissel, Communications Manager for the 

City of St. Augustine, disclosed that the City Commissioners gave the City Manager extraordinary decision-

making power in case of a pandemic. This was before the pandemic was ever announced. It was considered 

and presented as forward thinking. “We question whether the Progressive Communists that dominate the City 

Commissioners knew something the rest of us didn’t know,” David Heimbold, Media Chairman said.  

 

Enough is Enough  
In the early days of the Tea Party Movement, the expression, “Enough is Enough” was widely used in 

reference to taxes. Ten years ago we focused on “Taxed Enough Already”.  Back then, as it is today, the Tea 

Party’s core values were a small Federal Government, the preservation of Free Enterprise, Capitalism and, 

above all, Constitutional Governance. Constitutional Governance assures a small federal presence and the 

Capitalist system. Today our public officials, at all levels of governance, and our politician’s ignorance of the 

Constitution, malign the Constitution. The Tea Party’s adherence to Constitutional Government is why Tea 

Party candidates and the Tea Parties, themselves, were always the target of the two major political parties. 

They both sought to destroy us from the beginning.  

Great numbers of those Red Hats that you see at Trump rallies are the Tea Party spirit. The organizers of his 

rallies are, and were, Tea Party. Donald Trump’s first rally in Florida, as a candidate, was at “The Landing” in 

Jacksonville. One of the organizers of the First Coast Tea Party, Billy Tucker, organized that Trump Rally.  St. 

Augustine Tea Party members attended with their Gadsden Flags and were rejected by Trump operatives. Mr. 

Trump, at the time, was under the influence of Republican operative extraordinaire, Roger Stone, whose effort 

created the “Silent Majority “signage from his Nixon days, for Trump’s rally. 

The Movement that Donald Trump now talks about is not a Movement created by a silent majority. It’s a 

Movement that was created by the Tea Party. And today in St. Augustine, some of the very same people who 

were there at the beginning of the Movement in this part of the Country were involved with today’s protest 

demonstration.  The Movement the President lays claim to, is not made up of people who are looking for big 

government solutions and the people they encountered, today, concur.  
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A big government solution, run by an extremely efficient and honest person such as Donald Trump, will not 

have a long life expectancy. Corruption is inherent in big government. It’s what makes Totalitarian systems 

work for awhile. This is not the American experience.  

We predict the final outcome of a continuation of big government solutions was best expressed, today at the 

protest demonstration, by the young woman pictured below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                                          Photos by TCCR Staff 

 

Rebellion is the final result of corrupt governance. And it is inherent in big government. The President is out of 

step with the core leaders of the Movement he claims. We hope that this courageous President will see the 

error of his ways. Liberty and safety are not equal considerations. Liberty must always prevail. 

Like our Facebook Page            https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/ 

https://www.facebook.com/towncrier2010/
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April 29, 2020 

The Pandemic is Make Believe  
According to World Health Organization (WHO) Bulletins:  

1. The classical definition of a pandemic is not elusive. “A pandemic is defined as “an epidemic occurring 
worldwide, or over a very wide area, crossing international boundaries and usually affecting a large 
number of people.”  

2. “It is tempting to surmise that the complicated pandemic definitions used by the World Health 
Organization and the Centers for Disease Control of the United States (CDC) involve severity in a 
deliberate attempt to garner political attention and financial support for pandemic preparedness.”  
 

In the public’s mind, a pandemic is a disease that is worldwide 

and extremely dangerous, resulting in mass deaths. The Spanish 

Flu of 1918 comes to mind. The public is aided in this belief by 

headline grabbing statements from the “Internationalist Global 

Media” who pass themselves off as reporters of facts and science, 

but who are nothing more than propagandists. 

Based on the popular or public’s definition, the Wuhan Virus is 
not a pandemic. The Wuhan Virus, a.k.a. COVID-19, is not a mass 
killer. It is a highly contagious influenza virus which has yet to 
establish herd immunity. Like other influenza virus strains, it is 
particularly dangerous to the elderly and those who suffer from 
other ailments such as diabetes, for example. The elderly are 

subject to acquiring                                                                                  FB image 

pneumonia as a result of flu viruses. Many elderly people succumb to 
pneumonia every year. 
                                                                     
Here is what real Doctors who are treating real patients in the                                                                         
field are saying, as opposed to what the academic government doctors 
are saying on TV.  Mainly, Dr. Anthony Fauci who is the epitome of a 
“Deep State” government bureaucrat, with an agenda that is not about 
health.                         

FB Image                                     https://youtu.be/gNTHuCOjAy8 https://youtu.be/bUHDAvgYXKI           

YouTube took these links down because the Doctor’s opinions differed 
from the authorized World Health Org. position. 

https://youtu.be/gNTHuCOjAy8
https://youtu.be/bUHDAvgYXKI
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So who is behind the craziness that has been imposed upon the American people and the world for the last 40 
some days? Before we can answer that question we need some facts. As Joe Friday of “Dragnet” fame would 
say:  

 Just the Facts, Ma’am  
 It is now known that the Wuhan Virus is not a laboratory creation, according to 

most experts, but occurs naturally in Horseshoe Bats. We also know that 

Horseshoe Bats were studied in the United States. “Researchers at the University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill said, “A virus in the same family as SARS — Severe 

Acute Respiratory Syndrome — appears to be able to infect human respiratory 

tract cells,” as reported by Helen Branswell, Senior Writer, Infectious Diseases at 

statnews.com.                                                                                                                                                  FB Image 

This research was announced on November 9, 2015 while Obama occupied the White House.   

 [Researchers] “…noted they had to stop some of their work because of US government policies. The 

US has a moratorium on so-called gain-of-function research, which includes some research 

that enhances the ability of a pathogen such as a virus to infect people or spread among them”, Helen 

Branswell reported.  

 The Asia Times reported, “In October 2014, because of public health concerns, the US 

government banned all federal funding on efforts to weaponize three viruses – Influenza, Middle East 

Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) and Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS).  

 “In the face of a moratorium in the US, Dr. Anthony Fauci – the director of the National Institute of 

Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) and currently the leading doctor in the US Coronavirus Task 

Force – outsourced in 2015, the GOF research to China’s Wuhan lab and licensed the lab to continue 

receiving US government funding,” the Asia Times reported. The National Institutes of Health, of which 

Fauci’s NIAID is a member, provided a $3.7 million grant to the Wuhan laboratories to study bat-borne 

coronavirus, has been widely reported. 

 The Horseshoe Bat was never a food source in the Wuhan Market and there is no evidence Horseshoe 

bats were sold in the Wuhan Fish Market. The Horseshoe bat is not native to Wuhan. In fact the closest 

colony is over 500 miles away from Wuhan.  

 The Wuhan National Bio-Safety Laboratory, however, is located 300 yards from the fish market. It used 

Horseshoe bat specimens and studied the corona virus in the lab in Wuhan according the early Chinese 

internet posting; the information has since been removed.  
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 The Communist Government of China claimed that the virus started at the Market and not in the Lab. 

They also claimed the virus started in the US and was brought to Wuhan. The only connections 

between the Wuhan Lab and the US is funding and inspections. 

 The Director General of the World Health Organization (WHO), Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has a 

habit of echoing the pronouncements of the Chinese Communist Government. Perhaps that’s because 

when Dr. Margaret Chan of Hong Kong left after two terms in 2017, China pushed to have her 

succeeded by an Ethiopian microbiologist named Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.  

 Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus is a former Ethiopian Minister of Foreign Affairs and a member of the 

violent Ethiopian Communist Party known as the Tigray Peoples Liberation Front.  

 On March 11, 2020, the COVID-19 outbreak was characterized as a pandemic by the WHO Director, 

General Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus.  

 In part, Tedros closed his statement with, “We’re in this together, to do the right things with calm and 

to protection the citizens of the world. It’s doable.” “We’re in this together, to do the right things”, is 

now being repeated all over the world. Top US officials recite it frequently, daily. “We’re in this 

together” is a frequent phrase used in talking points by Communists.  

 The response by the Chinese Communist government to the epidemic that broke out in Wuhan 

consisted of a quarantine of the province so as to minimize exposure to the rest of their country. They 

were also in a buying mode for medical equipment associated with pandemics before the pandemic 

was ever announced. Though an epidemic was raging in Wuhan, International flights were permitted.  

 

Trump Trade Deals and COVID-19 
We believe that it is impossible to consider the Covid-19 virus and the Trump trade deals as not being 

connected. For the past 40 or so years, the Chinese Communist Government has had a sweet deal in trade 

relations with the United States. Then Donald Trump comes along, boldly challenging the status quo with his 

policies to “Make America Great Again”. The willful disbursement of the Wuhan Virus upon the world is the 

first use of a bio weapon in history. The attack had one purpose, the removal of Donald J. Trump from the 

White House in 2020. To implement his removal in the upcoming election, there are, indeed, some shady 

partners. 

 There is the Chinese Communist government who, either willfully or inadvertently, released the China 

virus on its own people in Wuhan. And then proceeded to disperse it into the rest of the world.  

 There are the “Deep State” bureaucrats, Anthony Fauci and Deborah Brix. Both with deep connections 

to the Clinton and Obama administrations. Fauci, involved with questionable shifting of the Horseshoe 

Bat study between the US and China along with 3.7 million dollars. Brix, with deep connections to the 
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Clintons, her husband being an advance man for Bill Clinton. Perhaps she doesn’t have President 

Trump’s success in mind. 

 You have in the persons of Fauci and Birx, both academic doctors with their computer models 

projecting whatever numbers best suits the “Deep State” agenda. Starting off with numbers to terrify 

the public and, perhaps, the President himself. A predicted 2.2 Million Dead and uncontrolled numbers 

of infected people, remember? 

 Then there’s the Communist, Tedros, handpicked by the Communist Government of China doing their 

bidding by declaring a pandemic. 

 Finally, we have a worldwide propagandist media in perfect harmony, terrifying the public with dis-

information. 

 We make these statements based on the facts stated above. The facts come from numerous sources available 

online. The dots are there, we suggest you connect them.  

When Trish Regan connected the dots on Fox Business News, she was instantly removed from the Fox News 

Network. Now we hear that “Diamond and Silk” have been banned from Fox News for the same offense.  

With everyone, all on the same page, all over the world with no room for dissent, “We’re all in this together 

to do the right thing.”  The Communist right thing is to place ourselves under “House Arrest” and to rejoice in 

the loss of our inalienable rights.  Safety is more important than Liberty, according to the Communists. For 

Americans, Liberty is always the first choice; at least that’s how it’s always been up until now. The world is 

watching and our enemies are watching. Are we going to hide behind the curtain of fear and let the “experts” 

pull our strings? Or do we break free from this nonsense and rebel?  

And where is President Trump in all of this? 

Old Trump, New Trump 
There seems to be an old Trump and a new Trump. At the outbreak, the old Trump decisively reacted by 

shutting down the borders. When his enemies, the Democrat Communist Governors, cried out for resources 

such as hospital beds, respirators, masks, gloves and such, those same enemy governors never expected him 

to be able to deliver. They couldn’t produce them, so they projected on him the same inability. But Donald 

Trump’s experience was that of a builder and developer, not a lawyer. One of the essential qualities of a 

successful builder is expediting. He overwhelmed them with resources that they could not use because the 

numbers they projected were fake. That was the old Trump in action. The old Trump would have seen through 

this. He would’ve fired Fauci and Birx, perhaps, renaming them Tony Runt and Scarf Lady. 

Instead, the New Trump stands there with the Deep State mouthing the Communist talking points. On April 

27th, 2020, the President compared Wuhan Virus with the Spanish Flu of 1918. We have trouble with his 
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comparison. The pandemic of 1918 killed 10 million people and infected hundreds of millions of people; the 

exact number is unknown.  

Making a comparison between the pandemic of 1918 and the Wuhan pandemic illustrates how deeply the 
swamp creatures in Washington have penetrated this administration.  

The non-governmental medical experts, across the country, are revealing the weakness of this virus among 
the general population. It is becoming increasingly clear to the public that the horrendous efforts of the past 
43 days were unnecessary. The idea of shutting down the economy was a stupid idea that only a bureaucrat 
could envision. The Federal Government’s involvement has created more damage than good. In following the 
advice of the “Deep State” medical experts, the President evolved into a new Trump. One who relies on big 
government solutions as he forgets about who is really in control; it’s the people. You know the ones with the 
red caps, to name a few. 

 Can the old Donald Trump return? Perhaps! He enjoys the goodwill of the American people because he has 
been one of the greatest Presidents in living memory. However, there will be City and County Commissioners, 
along with many Governors who will resist the reopening of America. In the Progressive Communist 
strongholds, mainly the cities, the President will find stubborn resistance to reopening of the Country. Their 
goal is the destruction of Donald Trump and America as we know it. The Chinese Communist Government has 
given them the tool by initiating the first bio attack in history. 
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WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a Revolution going on. Come join the Counter Resistance.  Stand up for 
individual Liberty. 
Come join us! We are a small Committee with many tasks to do to preserve the Liberty. We are blessed to see 
the awakening of America.     

 Lance L. Thate,    

Town Crier Committee Chairman 
Editor and Publisher of the Town Crier Committee Report  
lancethate@Gmail.com  
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The Goal of Socialism is 

Communism 

 

 

 

 

With the posting of this issue of the Town Crier Committee Report, we 

mark the Fifth Anniversary of this publication. Pictured right, are the 

first members of the Town Crier Committee. The signs shown below 

are the first politically incorrect signs which the Town Criers carried. 

These signs are pretty mild compared to future signs. “The typical Tea 

Party signage was discouraged by our Republican leadership at the 

time. So we got rid of the GOP leadership. The Republican’s reluctance 

to pay attention to the public’s opinion was as prevalent in 2011, as it 

is today,” our Town Criers recalled. The first words ever published, 

were as follows:  

“We welcome you to this first issue of the Town Crier Committee 

Report. In this publication we will strive to keep you informed of the 

activities of the Committee and to make you aware of ways in which 

you can participate. Members of our Committee have for some time 

now been engaging the public on the streets of St Augustine, FL. 

We dress in period clothes and walk the streets while boldly 

presenting full size Gadsden Flags. The sight of Revolutionary period 

clothing and the bright yellow flags give us the opportunity to 

promote the Tea Party, to educate the  public on the values of the Tea 

Party and the lessons that can be learned   from The Declaration of 

Independence and the Constitution of the United States, which we 

pass out as we move among the people. It is this one to one                     

Photos by TCC Staff October 2011   public contact with the people which 

inspire Committee members to continue their efforts. We are blessed 

to see the awaking of America first hand.” 

These words could have been written yesterday. But in fact, they were 

written in October 2011. Over the last five years, the public has indeed 

made great strides in understanding the dangers we face from 

domestic Totalitarian forces. The Town Criers popularity with the 

DEFEND 

LIBERTY 
PLEASE SEND YOUR DONATIONS TO: 

 SAINT AUGUSTINE TEA Party  

PO BOX 4063 ST. AUGUSTINE FL 

32085 

    Donations are not currently deductable. 
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